
lorry, and the whole lot quickly ignited. I could not turn around the perimeter 
track as the ground was too soft on either side, so I was stuck, and had the 
fire extinguisher ready to protect my aircraft from possible burning debris. 
The ashen face of Sgt Bradshaw, the pilot, and his trembling hands remain 
etched on my mind to this day, as does the small pile of wreckage left after 
the fire and the metallic clinking sound made by cooling metal. 

Sergeant Bradshaw was the sole survivor; his entire crew was killed. Stevie noted:

Losses on OTUs were so high that Courts of Inquiry were hastily convened, 
and many of the records were untidy and hurriedly written. Often little 
attempt was made to contact witnesses, and consequently some of the 
records were inaccurate. Although I was within yards of the crash, I was not 
asked to give evidence, and I was not surprised to discover that the crash 
site was entered in the record as Cottesmore, not Saltby. 

On 11 April 1943, Stevie and his crew were posted to No. 1654 Conversion 
Unit at RAF Wigsley in Nottinghamshire. Their first flying was done in 
an Avro Manchester. The Manchester had been designed to meet the Air 
Ministry’s request for a twin-engine bomber, but it had a very short service 
life. Its engines were underpowered, and it proved unreliable. Unsurprisingly, 
only two hundred and nine entered into service. The first prototype flew 
in July 1939, and the first operational mission involving Manchesters took 
place in February 1941. Production ceased in November that year, and the 
Manchester was withdrawn from front-line service at the end of  June 1942. 
It was used for training purposes until the end of  1943, its sole advantage 
being that its interior layout resembled that of  the Lancaster, which was in 
essence a Manchester remodelled by the Avro company, and equipped with 
four engines. 

Stevie was unimpressed by the Manchester:

Not many people flew the Manchester, only a two-engine aircraft, and it 
was not a success. The engines were heavy and very liable to oil up, and the 
aircraft used to dip into the ground when you were taxiing. You had to use 
both engines to turn it around with the drag. It was hard work and difficult 
to taxi, and its rate of climb wasn’t anything like the Lancaster. If you were 
lucky, you got to 11-12,000 feet on the Manchester, whereas the Lancaster 
would do 20,000 plus. 

While training on Wellingtons, Stevie had a crew of  four: his Navigator, 
Ernie Howes; his Wireless Operator, Ken Brown; his Rear Gunner, Bernie 

cloud was covering the airfield, so he was unable to return, and had to try to 
locate another base at which to land:

The weather was filthy, with low cloud and drizzle. I set off for Coningsby, 
and asked the Wireless Op to put up the aerial, only to find that it was 
missing. A Lysander emerged and flew alongside me; the pilot fired a Very 
pistol, then glided slowly back into the cloud. I followed him, thinking he 
was intending to lead me to an airfield; in the event, I broke cloud at about 
500 ft, and found myself above a lake or reservoir, so I smartly opened the 
throttles and managed to climb again. 

I had been airborne for three hours by this time, it was getting dark, and 
I was wondering whether to bail out the crew when, through a gap in the 
cloud, I saw RAF Waddington. As the transmitter was not working, I could 
not contact Flying Control, but I looked at the wind sock and the landing 
lights, and saw that I was as near as dammit on a downwind leg. I throttled 
back, lowered the wheels and flaps, and steamed in on a very high approach, 
landing about half the way down the runway and heading directly for the 
bomb dump. Luckily, there was sufficient pressure in the brakes to stop with 
about fifty yards to spare. The Flying Control Officer told me he had been 
yelling at me not to land, and had loosed off a red emergency flare, as he 
had been sure I would finish up in the bomb dump. Then within half an hour, 
the weather magically cleared, and I was able to return to Saltby. Later I 
happened to meet the pilot of the Lysander, who told me that he, too, had 
been lost and was running out of fuel. When he saw me looming out of the 
murk, he had fired his Very pistol to signal his distress, and had gone on to 
crash-land in a field near the lake.

Flying training progressed to include high-level and low-level bombing 
runs, gunnery practice, and ‘Bullseyes’. A ‘Bullseye’ was an exercise in which 
a crew was given a target and a flight plan to simulate an operational sortie 
prior to doing the real thing. By 6 March, 1943, when he concluded his 
training at 14 OTU, Stevie had flown a total of  87 hours on Wellingtons, 36 
of  which had been night flights.

While training at Saltby, Stevie witnessed a horrific accident caused by the 
pilot misjudging his landing approach in the way earlier described. Fifty 
years later, the memory still haunted him:

I had taxied a Wellington to a point near the end of the runway along the 
perimeter track. Another Wellington was on the approach through low cloud 
to land. He seemed to be wallowing, wheels and flaps down, and then stalled. 
Just as he reached the end of the runway, he crashed into a contractor’s 
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with stamping about. He came up to me with an attractive woman and asked if 
I’d mind looking after her while he danced with her daughter. I said, “Alright 
George,” so he danced with the daughter, then came back and told me her 
mother wanted to go outside for a moment. It was some time before he brought 
her back, and he told me later he had gone to bed with her. When the dance 
finished, he took the daughter off to bed with him as well, and said afterwards 
that he’d had a very good night!

On one occasion, he didn’t come back in time for an operational briefing, 
which left me in a bit of an awkward position, because if you didn’t report 
all crew for duty, and had one missing, it attracted attention to that person 
and didn’t do much for the morale of the rest of the crew either. I thought, 
‘I’m certain in my own mind that if George could get back, he’d be here,’ 
so I just said all were present and hoped to God he’d get back in time. Time 
crept on and we got into our flying suits, and then, with just five minutes to 
spare, he came running in with sweat dripping from him. “Sorry Skipper, I 
missed the train,” he said. He had actually gone off to do me a favour. I was 
always moaning because there were no records of classical music to listen 
to, and George had taken himself to London and somehow managed to get 
hold of a record player and some 78 records of classical music and operatic 
arias sung by Gigli, the leading Italian tenor of the time. Though we were at 
war with Italy, George’s little buying spree got us into the habit of listening 
to Gigli to help us wind down when we got back from ops!

In sharp contrast to George Martin, the Flight Engineer who was first 
allocated to Stevie made his heart sink:

He was covered with unprepossessing boils, and he had such defective 
eyesight he wore goggles with prescription lenses. In the Manchester he 
seemed to grab the throttles for support and was sick all over the throttle 
controls. I was so unimpressed that his name is neither in my log book nor 
my memory. He went for a medical and vanished. 

Stevie and his crew only had five flights in the Manchester, between 11 April 
and 13 April, and it was then that his first and nameless Flight Engineer 
disappeared, never to return. On 17 April, Stevie did his first flight on a 
Lancaster as Second Pilot, and on 19 April, after four hours of  instruction, 
he did his first solo flight. Fortunately for him, he was joined at this point by 
a replacement Flight Engineer to whom he instinctively warmed, and with 
whom he would develop a lifelong friendship: Eric Blanchard. Writing to 
Eric 67 years later, in April 2010, Stevie told him simply that when he took 
over as Flight Engineer, ‘it was like a miracle’.

Townsend; and his Bomb Aimer, Dickie Newcomb. But the Manchester, 
required a crew of  six in addition to the pilot, and at Wigsley, Stevie was 
joined by a Flight Engineer and a Mid-Upper Gunner.

Stevie’s Mid-Upper Gunner, George Martin, was a Frenchman for whom he 
quickly developed the utmost respect and affection: 

He was a very interesting chap, and I had a soft spot for him. First of all, he 
nearly lived in the armoury when he wasn’t in bed with some girl or other! 
He’d go to the armoury in the morning and shoot the guns to make sure 
they were all synchronised. He was very, very good, and his commentaries 
were always very precise. He was an exceptional Gunner. When he spotted 
German fighters, he would not only give me their position but also estimate 
their speed, which was very useful when taking evasive action. He also 
devised a small flash pistol to temporarily blind attacking fighters.

He bowled over so many women that I was quite surprised that the babies in 
the area weren’t smoking pipes and wearing little moustaches. One night we 
went to a dance, and I occupied the bar in my usual way and let the rest get on 

The unsuccessful Avro Manchester - forerunner of the mighty Lancaster
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We started somewhere around the beginning of the River Severn and went 
all the way down to Land’s End, then back again. It was a beautiful day, the 
visibility was perfect, and I flew the aircraft as high as I could get it, at about 
20,000 ft. We could see both the north and south coasts of Cornwall, and it 
was really glorious. It was that moment which brought home to me the point 
of it all: to stop the Germans stamping their dirty great jackboots all over 
this wonderful country of ours.

After just seven daytime flights, totalling some seven hours with an 
instructor, and less than two and a half  hours solo, Stevie and his crew 
switched to night flying. By 30 April, they had notched up eighteen hours 
of  daytime and eighteen hours of  night flying in the Lancaster, and the time 
had come for them to move on to operational duties. 

Eric Blanchard for his part never forgot joining Stevie’s crew. In an interview 
with the Imperial War Museum, he recalled their first flight in a Lancaster 
on 19 April 1943, and the birthday celebrations which followed it: 

My Pilot, Sergeant Stevens, who had trained on Wellington bombers in the 
Heavy Conversion Unit, had to learn how to fly the Lancaster bomber. It 
was quite exciting. On my 21st birthday my father sent me a £5 note, which 
was a lot of money then, and my mother had sent me a home-made sponge 
cake. We sat underneath our Lancaster, somebody produced a penknife, and 
we all had a little bit of cake. We went for a short flight and came back, then 
we went to a pub in the village nearby — out of beer and the hatch came 
down! We went back to the Sergeants’ Mess, but we were too late there, too. 
The hatch went down again, so we never did get to have that birthday drink!

Although Stevie would become an expert Lancaster pilot, he had to go 
through a steep learning curve:

I thought, that’s a pretty big aircraft, and it was, of course, much bigger. You 
had to use four engines to taxi, though the four throttles were fairly easy to 
move with the palm of your hand. Once you got it where you wanted it, you 
could just tighten a screw and the throttles would remain in that position. 
You had plenty of power, but when you were taking off with a bomb load 
and you had the wind coming across, the tail would swing, and it was quite 
difficult. You had to make absolutely certain you were strapped into the seat 
and really push hard on the rudder and sometimes use the trimmer as well, 
just to keep the thing straight on the runway. As soon as you’d started, the 
aircraft would take the air, but not stable air, and quite often it would blow 
off track, so you had to push hard to get back to where you wanted to go.

You also had to be very careful with lights; some people forgot in their 
excitement they had taxi lights on. You hardly ever used the main lights for 
taxiing because it just put too much light around the airfield, so you would 
use the minor lights on the side for taxiing out. Once you were in the air, you 
would turn all the lights off altogether, but just occasionally you would just 
flash a few of them on so that other people would know where you were, or 
if someone was trying to formate on you. When that happened, you would 
have a quick look to make sure it had four engines and was one of your own.

But the exhilaration of  flying the Lancaster soon took over, and on 26 
April, Stevie and his crew went on a practice cross-country run which would 
provide him with his most treasured memory of  flying:

A Heavy Conversion Unit Lancaster similar to that taken by Stevie and his 
crew on their training flight to Cornwall
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Stevie photographed in May 1943 ready for Ops
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Years later, he would describe in haunting detail the process of  checking 
that everything was right with his aircraft before he took off  on operations, 
quoting lines from Pope’s Rape of  the Lock:

‘Thence by a soft transition we repair

From earthly vehicles to those of air.’

Come with me in the twilight to our old airfield. Walk with me in the dark 
around my Lancaster. Check what you can in the failing light. The pitot 
head must be uncovered, or we shall know neither height nor airspeed. Walk 
under the propellers, there is plenty of room. Look at the tyres, check for 
creep (tyres moving around the rim). Look at the ailerons, make sure the 
fixed locks are removed. Check the elevators for locks, and check chocks. 
Now, up the short ladder on the starboard quarter. It is nearly dark in here. 
Look at the rear turret. Imagine being crammed in here, cold and isolated, 
swinging from side to side, searching each part of the sky. In addition to the 
turret revolving, the aircraft will bank from side to side for hour after hour. 

IN THE FRONT LINE: 

STEVIE’S TOUR OF OPERATIONS

 
On 1 May 1943 Stevie and his crew were posted to RAF Scampton in 
Lincolnshire, and joined 57 Squadron. Stevie took an immediate liking to 
Scampton, and his tour of  operations with 57 Squadron would remain a 
deep source of  pride for him for the rest of  his life:

The welcome to me and my crew was cordial. We were comfortably billeted, 
having a whole Married Quarters to ourselves, and the Sergeants’ Mess was 
superb, probably the best in England. It had a comfortable ante room and 
a splendid dining room with waitress service. Two veteran Warrant Officers 
were having a drink at the bar and welcomed me cordially. The following 
morning, we reported to ‘A’ Flight, where Squadron Leader Leland gave me 
a friendly greeting, and F/O Grey showed me around. My crew and I were 
one of six replacements, as several crews had been taken from 57 Squadron 
for the newly formed 617 Squadron. 

Wing Commander Hopcroft, the CO of  57 Squadron, also had a brief  word 
with the newly arrived pilots, drumming into them that their lives depended on 
their ground crew. ‘He was always reminding us of  the importance of  the ground crew,’ 
Stevie recalled, ‘and would say, “Your life depends on your bloody ground crew. Get out 
there in the cold and wet when they are doing an engine change, and show your appreciation.” 

Stevie was quick to appreciate just how dependent he was on his 
ground crew: 

My Flight Commander asked me to take one of the Lancasters across to 
a temporary engineering tent on the other side of the airfield. I got in this 
aeroplane, but though I’d taxied several Lancasters before, suddenly I found 
I just couldn’t turn it. I did all the checks, the brakes and so on, then had 
to stop. Out came Flight Sergeant Booth with a couple of the ground crew 
with some chocks to put down. He hopped in and started the outer engines. 
I had been trying to taxi on just the two inner engines, which was all we 
had practised. I soon realised that once you got any kind of cross wind in 
a Lancaster, you needed all four engines to taxi. I thought, my God, my 
first time on a new station and I can’t even taxi the blasted aircraft! I was 
afraid I might get chucked out before I’d even started. But in fact, what had 
happened to me was fairly common, and I was thankful to discover that I 
wasn’t the first pilot to make that particular mistake.

Wing Commander Hopcroft (centre) the C/O of 57 Squadron, who stressed 
the importance of the ground crews to all new pilots. The Lancaster behind 

is his own ‘Frederick II’ ED707.
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Like most of  the Bomber Command pilots who flew the Lancaster, Stevie 
retained a lifelong affection and admiration for the aircraft Sir Arthur Harris 
once called his ‘Shining Sword’. Looking back on his time as a Lancaster pilot, 
Stevie wrote:

I can remember very well the first aeroplane I ever saw. We all turned out 
one day from school in Torrington, looked up at the sky, caught sight of an 
aeroplane. It was only a biplane, but we were very excited. There was a 
small patch of cloud and the plane went right through it. We were all saying 
to each other, “It will come down now, it’s hit that cloud!”. I never dreamed 
then that I would one day be flying one myself, nor that when I did, it would 
be an aircraft as wonderful as a Lancaster with a crew of six for which I 
would be responsible.

The Lancaster was an incredible aircraft, just superb. It was infinitely better 
than any other heavy aircraft. It was designed as a bomb carrier, unlike 
the aircraft which were converted from passenger liners into bombers, and 
weren’t really up to the job. 

It was a very stable aircraft once you got it going. If you didn’t get the 
engines synchronised, there would be a horrible droning noise. We used to 
tune the two inner engines by ear, so that we could hear they were running 
at the same speed. Then we would look look through the whirling propeller 
blades from the inner engines to the outer, and adjust them until all the 
engines were doing the same revs. It was a fairly crude way of doing it, 
but it was no good using the rev counters as they weren’t accurate enough. 
We also had automatic pilot on the Lancaster. One chap I knew swore he 
did nearly all of his tour by setting the automatic pilot and just letting the 
aircraft go. But I think he was just shooting a line; either he was very lucky 
or wasn’t ever seen by an enemy fighter.

The Lanc’s limitations were a consequence of its being built as a bomb 
carrier. It carried the maximum size and weight of bombs the air frame could 
support, and the crew had to fit around it. There was a long and devious 
method of getting into the Pilot’s seat. The Navigator and Wireless Op were 
in very cramped, light-proof cabins. Somehow or other they managed to 
manoeuvre into them with their Mercator charts and navigational equipment. 
There wasn’t really a decent second pilot’s seat for the Flight Engineer, and 
the rear turret was isolated from the rest of the aircraft. The Rear Gunner 
had to enter through a small door, and leave his parachute outside. In an 
emergency, he had to push himself out and strap it on, which could be very 
difficult in an emergency. When Lancasters were hit, relatively few of their 
crews survived, compared with other aircraft.

Lonely, cold, black, looking for the shadow of the German fighter which will 
spit death at you unless you spot it first. Look up at the mid-upper turret. 
Can you imagine its arc of swing when the pilot banks the aircraft? Could 
you remember port from starboard if you were describing the flight of an 
attacking fighter? Pass the bunk (for casualties) on to the Wireless Op’s 
cabin with its very small curtained window. The Navigator’s cabin, already 
getting cluttered with its new Gee set, is full of maps, compasses, ruler, 
calculator (not electric!), slide rule, parallel rule, Mercator and Gee charts, 
star chart, and clock. Then the pilot’s seat. Stow your chute and make sure it 
is fixed. Left leg up first on to the seat. Wriggle, stretch, adjust the seat and 
the rudder pedals. Strap in shoulder and lap harness. Wriggle again. You 
may be strapped there for eleven hours. No, you can’t go for a pee! Dark, 
isn’t it? No lights allowed. You must preserve that night vision. Any light 
would be seen miles away by a German. Look at all those luminous needles. 
Do you know what each one means? Can you sweep your eyes over the dials 
and recognize any unusual indication? You will do that thousands of times 
tonight while your eyes also sweep forwards, upwards, downwards, and 
sideways. Put your head in the blister and look towards the rear. The Flight 
Engineer has checked everything in detail. The Bomb Aimer has checked the 
bomb sight and the front turret. 

Despite his early mishap with taxiing, Stevie’s luck was in. On 11 May, his 
Flight Commander, Squadron Leader Johnny Leland, presented him with 
ED946 DX-E-‘Easy’, a spanking new Lancaster Mark III. This was the 
latest model. It had four Packard Merlin 28 engines manufactured in the 
United States, and these were very powerful, being capable of  delivering 
1,420 hp each on take-off. Stevie would never forget his delight at being 
given such a fine aircraft. Writing in 2000 to commemorate the anniversary 
of  his fifty-seven-year association with 57 Squadron, he recalled: 

A new Mark III Lancaster, ED946 DX E-‘Easy’, was delivered. I was asked 
to taxi it to the Flight Dispersal, and a little later, I took it for an air test. 

“What did you think of it, Stevens?” Leland asked me.

“Apart from a few snags, absolutely bang on, Sir,” I said.

“Right,” he said, “it’s yours!” 

I was amazed and delighted. I still remember the duck-egg-blue finish on 
the inside of the cowlings and the superb tool kit, which was kept under 
the beady eye of Flight Sergeant Booth, whose smart appearance and 
great efficiency set an example to all the ground crew. Corporal Swinchatt, 
our engine fitter, was also very impressed with the tool package, which he 
thought was better than any he had ever used before.
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If you were taking off with a full bomb load and a strong cross wind, and 
the aircraft blew off course, it was very difficult to correct. On one occasion, 
a chap nicknamed ‘Lofty’, one of our armourers, was standing by a Lanc 
when suddenly another Lanc came drifting across the track in a cross wind. 
There was a massive BANG, and he got blown right out of the airfield. 
Thankfully, he survived.

Stevie and his crew would soon find themselves in the front line, and 
E-‘Easy’ was to prove its worth in battle. 

Early in March 1943, Air Chief  Marshal Sir Arthur (‘Butch’) Harris, the 
Commander-in-Chief  of  Bomber Command, had launched the Battle of  the 
Ruhr, a concerted series of  air attacks on the complex of  industrial cities in the 
Ruhr Valley which provided Germany with much of  its manufacturing base, 
not to mention vital supplies of  coal, steel, and chemicals, and much else. 

It is important to bear the historical context in mind. On 18 February 1943, 
shortly before Harris launched the Battle of  the Ruhr, Goebbels, Hitler’s 
Propaganda Minister, had delivered a speech in Berlin in which he made 
the war aims of  Nazi Germany brutally clear: the Führer was committed 
to ‘total war’ regardless of  the cost in human life and suffering, whether in 
Germany itself, or in the European countries it had invaded and occupied. 

The Battle of  the Ruhr did not win the War without the need for bloody 
land battles, as Harris hoped it might, but it did pave the way for victory. 
The RAF dropped over 30,000 tons of  bombs on Germany’s industrial 
heartland (twice the power of  the Hiroshima atomic bomb), permanently 
stopping any increase in armaments production. The series of  raids 
on Hamburg alone led to the mass exodus of  over 800,000 people, and 
interrupted the city’s industrial production for two months, pulverizing its 
shipyards and nearly 600 factories crucial to military supply, and stopping 
construction work on twenty-five U-boats. 

The German Air Ministry described the skies as ‘the real front line’, and took 
the decision that the mass of  fighters must be deployed for home defence. 
The need to respond to the attacks launched by Bomber Command meant 
that two million workers had to be employed in the German aircraft industry, 
which in 1943 absorbed over 40 per cent of  Germany’s war production, 
while only some 6 per cent went on the tanks which were in desperately short 
supply. Realising that the failure to repel the RAF’s bombing raids meant that 
Germany would lose the War, General Hans Jeschonnek, the Chief  of  Staff  Another one of Stevie, taken in May 1943 just before Operations
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I was always astonished at the lack of panic among the aircrew who flew on 
tours. Only Captains of aircraft went to the first briefing, and we’d be told 
the amount of fuel we were to use, the height at which we were to fly, and 
not much else. It wasn’t until it got to the main briefing when all the crews 
were there that we saw a big chart showing the target, what route we were 
going to fly, and the enemy defences, and we had to try and make a mental 
note of it all. You weren’t allowed to write it any of it down on paper. It was 
pretty obvious that we couldn’t all survive, and when you looked around the 
table at a briefing for 18-20 crews, you knew darn well the next day that 
at least two or three wouldn’t be coming back, and perhaps more. As the 
Captain, you would come out and try to make a joke or a comment just to 
lighten the mood and to keep up the morale of your crew. Many would go 
out after briefing, light up a cigarette or take a lucky pee against the tail 
wheel. The Tannoy would click, and we’d be sitting outside, waiting for it, 
but pretending not to be interested.

I never smoked, but nearly all the boys would light up when we finished a 
raid and were waiting to be picked up and taken to debriefing. But smoking 
could be dangerous. One night when the Squadron was on ops, a Sergeant 
on ground crew said to a couple of airmen, “This hangar floor is filthy – 
clean it before the boys come back.” Two of them got to work, then two more 
joined in, and they got some petrol to scrub the floor with. Unfortunately, 

of  the Luftwaffe, committed suicide in August 1943, and even Goebbels noted 
gloomily in his diary, ‘We find ourselves in a situation of  hopeless inferiority.’ 

Germany, although suffering a string of  heavy defeats at the hands of  the 
Red Army, could not supply the men or material it needed on the Eastern 
Front because of  the vast resources required to counter the Bomber 
Command offensive. As Robert Tombs points out in his book The English 
and Their History, the bombing campaign starved the Eastern Front of  men 
and weapons, giving the Red Army the vast superiority in tanks and artillery 
that enabled it to grind down the Wehrmacht. More than 900,000 soldiers 
were needed to man the German air defences, far more than fought at 
Stalingrad in 1943 or Normandy in 1944, and around 55,000 anti-aircraft 
guns were deployed, including nearly 9,000 of  the 88mm guns which were 
the most formidable weapons in Hitler’s armoury. Looking back on his own 
experience of  fighting in the front line of  the air war, Stevie remarked: 

By 1943 the barrage of heavy flak which protected every major city was 
formidable. To approach any city, especially those producing armaments, 
our soft-skinned aircraft had to penetrate that barrage, which often formed 
belts several miles deep, every time. The heavy 88mm gun was a superb 
weapon for anti-aircraft and anti-tank use, but so many of these guns were 
deployed to deter the RAF that the Russian Front was starved of the one 
weapon which might have stemmed the Russian tank advance.

Deadly as the 88mm guns were, Rommel had only thirty-five of  them at 
his disposal when he faced Montgomery in the Western Desert; and in the 
crucial battle of  Kursk in July 1943, which fatally crippled the Wehrmacht, 
the Red Army was able to deploy twice as many tanks and four times as 
many artillery pieces as the Germans. Despite the perilous situation on the 
Eastern Front, some 70 per cent of  Germany’s fighter planes had to be kept 
in the West to guard against air attack, and in April 1944 the Luftwaffe could 
put up no more than 500 planes against a Russian force of  some 13,000, 
which gave the Red Army overwhelming air superiority. 

In 1943 Bomber Command was in effect the British front line in Germany. 
Confronted by a formidable defensive network of  anti-aircraft batteries and 
fighter squadrons, it suffered terrifyingly high losses. When Stevie joined 
the Battle of  the Ruhr, less than one in five of  Bomber Command’s aircrew 
were completing the standard thirty-trip tour of  operations, and he and his 
newly formed crew were all too well aware that their chances of  survival 
were very slim:

An abandoned German 88mm Flak gun in the desert.  This formidable 
weapon was mainly kept for home defence against Allied bombers, thus 

keeping it away from the front lines in both North Africa and Russia.
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OPERATION 1: DUISBURG, 12 MAY, 1943

Stevie’s first operational target was the city of  Duisburg, located at the 
confluence of  the Rhine and the Ruhr, the largest inland port in Europe, 
and home to important chemical, steel, and iron works. Stevie, his Flight 
Engineer, Eric Blanchard, and his Bomb Aimer Dickie Newcomb were 
detailed to fly with Acting Squadron Leader Ronald Edward Sidney Smith 
DFC in Lancaster ED827 DX-Z. They took off  from RAF Scampton 
shortly before midnight, one of  twenty Lancasters from 57 Squadron 
which joined an attacking force of  572 Halifaxes, Wellingtons, Stirlings, and 
Mosquitos. The Squadron records noted that this was ‘believed to be the largest 
number flown by any four-engine squadron’.

Stevie’s first op was to leave a lasting impression on him. As was standard 
practice, he flew this op, known as a ‘Second Dickie’, as Second Pilot in a 
Lancaster with an experienced pilot and crew as an initiation into the grim 
realities of  the air war:

I did my first and only op as Second Pilot. Squadron Leader Smith flew me, 
my Flight Engineer, Eric Blanchard, and my Bomb Aimer, Dickie Newcomb, 
to Duisburg. Smith was a nice chap who had very posh flying boots, always 
polished up very nicely. Long before we arrived at the target, the Ruhr flak 
batteries put up a huge barrage. 88mm heavy batteries blasted the air with 
massive explosions which rocked the aircraft, while lighter flak streamed up 
like flaming onions. The whole scene was lit up by searchlights which turned 
night into day. It was absolutely terrifying. When you reached the target, it 
looked just like a flaming street, and you could really feel the heat as you 
went over the fires. You had to turn up your oxygen, make sure the oxygen 
mask was working, and then make absolutely certain you were strapped 
in, because flak exploding nearby could cause the aircraft to drop 300-400 
feet just like that. The density of the flak amazed me, but I was impressed by 
the calmness of the crew and the unflappable behaviour of my Bomb Aimer, 
who guided us to his first target and obtained a very good photograph. On 
return, it was sobering to learn that 34 of our aircraft had been shot down, 
including two from our Squadron. Several other aircraft had been badly 
damaged. With another twenty-nine trips ahead, I thought my survival 
chances were small.

Eric Blanchard recorded his recollections of  the Duisburg raid nearly sixty 
years later, in 2001:

one of them lit a cigarette and BANG, the whole hangar went up just like 
that! One of the poor airmen was killed.

The terrors of  the air war were indelibly imprinted on Stevie’s memory:

When we approached the target, heavy flak would explode and hurl the 
aircraft about, while from below, light flak would hose up menacingly. 
Generally, we tried to avoid taking violent action to avoid flak due to the 
risk of collision and didn’t worry too much unless we could hear it explode, 
see close bursts, or smell it. We had light-proof compartments, but if we got 
hit by flak or enemy fire, and they got shredded, we had to watch that we 
weren’t suddenly streaming light out into the darkness so that enemy aircraft 
could pick us up. Surrounding the intense flak barrage would be hundreds 
of searchlights. Some of these were radar predicted. When an aircraft was 
caught, it was speedily enveloped by a huge cone of searchlights, and every 
available gun would fire at it. It would swerve and dive and climb like a 
moth in a flame, and all too often there would be a blinding flash as its 
bombs and fuel blew up in a massive explosion which few crews survived. At 
the same time, German night fighters buzzed overhead, their cannon at the 
ready, seeking revenge on those trying to destroy their homeland.

The section which follows is based on the entries in Stevie’s log book, 
detailing each of  the operational missions flown by Stevie and his crew. It 
testifies to the extraordinary courage and determination shown by them, 
and by all the young men of  Bomber Command who volunteered to brave 
the horrors of  the air battle over and over again, and succeeded in turning 
the tide of  the War. 
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Act. S/Ldr R.E.S. Smith DFC RAFVR, No.57 Sqn – S/Ldr Smith, now on his 
second tour of operational duty, has completed a large number of sorties. 
These include nine attacks on targets in the Ruhr Valley, three attacks on 
Hamburg, and one on Peenemünde.

Squadron Leader Smith was subsequently transferred from 57 Squadron, 
but tragically he would lose his life on 9 September 1944, when the de 
Havilland Mosquito he was flying crashed on take-off  at RAF Northolt.

Thirty-four aircraft were lost on the Duisburg raid (a loss rate of  5.9 per 
cent). Two of  them were from 57 Squadron. Lancaster ED329, piloted by 
F/O Victor Wilson, was shot down by a German night fighter and crashed 
at Maasniel in southern Holland. F/O Wilson, F/O John Wallace, Sgt 
Samuel Laughlin, Sgt Richard Loverseed, Sgt Alexander Steele and Sgt Cecil 
Gerding all died in the crash. The sole survivor, Sgt P.G Kehl, the Bomb 
Aimer, was made a POW (Prisoner of  War). Lancaster ED778 was shot 
down by German night fighters near Netterden in eastern Holland on its 
way to the target. The Pilot, F/Sgt G.B. Leach, and Navigator, F/Sgt N. 
Rees, were taken prisoner, but the rest of  the crew, F/O Hugh McNeil, 
Sgt Thomas Gregory, Sgt Henry Sheehan, F/Sgt Milford Levins, and W/O 
Allan Home were all killed.

Another Lancaster of  57 Squadron had turned back because the Navigator 
had fallen sick, but the remaining seventeen reached Duisburg. Just able to 
make out the red Target Indicators (TIs) through the thick smoke rising 
from the fires started by the preceding wave of  aircraft, they bombed from 
around 19,000 feet and returned safely to Scampton. This was the fourth 
raid carried out on Duisburg since the start of  the Battle of  the Ruhr. Stevie 
noted that the fires they started could be seen as far away as the Dutch coast. 
Photographs showed that the port area had been severely damaged, and the 
old town completely gutted. Four of  the Thyssen steel works were severely 
damaged, as were the main railway station and the marshalling yards.

After the Duisburg raid, Stevie conducted more flight tests and training 
exercise with his crew:

From 13 to 23 May I flew by day and night, continuing to gain experience 
by practising bombing, gunnery, navigation, and instrument flying. The 
magnetic compass was ‘swung’, the bombsight levelled, and the gun turrets 
tested. The front gun turret had a faulty rotating servo joint which would 
spray the windscreen with a light oil, and on two occasions I had to land 

It was now our turn to go 
on a real op, but first of 
all, we had to do a ‘Second 
Dickie’. Ours was to be with 
Squadron Leader Smith, one 
of the Flight Commanders 
of 57 Squadron. What was 
quite unusual was that his 
own Flight Engineer must 
have been sick, so Sgt 
Stevens, my Pilot, and I went 
together. I was the Flight 
Engineer, and Sgt Stevens 
was under instruction 
from S/Ldr Smith. The 
Navigator, W/O Brown, was 
a Canadian, and when he 
came out of his compartment 
to see what was happening 
as we made our approach, 
we were all pointing to 
things. I remember someone 
saying, “Balloon barrage,” 
but he said, “No, it’s flak.” 
We bombed the target, and 
as we started our home run, 
there was a scream from 
the Mid-Upper Gunner, Sgt 
Wood, “Ooooh, my lungs 
are collapsing.” Smith dived 
down and lost height very 
quickly, and I could see the moon reflected on the Rhine. I was never to see it 
like that again. When we came out of the dive, the Mid-Upper Gunner said, 
“Sorry Skip, it was my Mae West.” His life belt had inflated accidentally, 
and it had been crushing him in the turret.

At the time of  the Duisburg raid, Squadron Leader Smith was on his second 
tour of  operations. He completed it successfully, and was awarded a Bar to 
his DFC. The citation reads:

The King has been graciously pleased to approve the following awards in 
recognition of gallantry displayed in flying operations against the enemy.

Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross.

S/Ldr Ronald Smith [Photograph: Gerald 
Smith, son of S/Ldr Smith]
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